Delegated legislation is produced in South Africa today by:

* The State President;
* The Ministers of State;
* Local authorities, including regulations made by the provincial administrators;
* Rule making authorities - e.g. rules of court made by judges;
* Public utility corporations;
* Government departments, who may issue announcements stating the official point of view on doubtful points in statutes, or announcing concessions that will be made in the publication of statutes to individual cases - e.g. statements issued by the Income Tax authorities.

This practice is known as administrative quasi-legislation.

Delegated legislation is necessary because of the limited time available to parliament to embark on extensive and detailed discussion of the technicalities involved, amongst other reasons.

"The subject matter of modern legislation is very often of a technical nature. Apart from the broad principals involved, technical matters are difficult to include in a Bill, since they cannot be effectively discussed in parliament"
Another reason is the need for flexibility. "The method of delegated legislation permits the rapid utilization of experience, and enables the results of consultation with interests affected by the operation of new Acts to be translated into practice." * As far as we are concerned, this is one of the most important reasons for regulations. We represent affected interests which must be consulted.

Other reasons mentioned by Cockram are emergency conditions and the importance of secrecy.

It is obvious that delegated legislation, such as regulations, must not alter the law beyond the immediate scope and object of the statute that enabled its proclamation in the first place.

3.3 THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LAW lies therein that it should objectively set the rules through the process of representation, by which all subordinates can live, taking all interests into account - not just some.

"It is the duty of the courts to hold this scale evenly between the different classes of the community and to declare invalid any practice which, in the absence of the authority of an Act of Parliament, results in partial and equal treatment to a substantial degree between different sections of the community." *

3.4 DYNAMIC FACTORS OF THE LAW. The law is as alive as the people who live by it, and must adopt continuously to provide for the changing society, attitudes and technology. It must also always be enforcable.
It has been said that adultery was once punishable by law, but today it is a national sport. Similarly it seems as if rugby was a national sport and today the playing of it, is nearly punishable by law. If you don’t believe me, watch your TV or ask Burger Geldenhuys.

3.5 To find the law’s RELEVANCE TO THE FOOD INDUSTRY, is not difficult:

* THE PURPOSE of food legislation can be seen in the island community and in the title of the Food Stuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants Act which reads “to control the sale, manufacture and importation of Food Stuffs, Cosmetics and Disinfectants; and to provide for incidental matters”.

You may agree with me that the prime purpose of this legislation is to protect the consumer and to ensure that the consumer is not misled. It also provides for a set of rules by which all food and other manufacturers must play.

* The food legislation also makes use of all the usual SOURCES. We find a certain amount of common law, case law and also legislation.

* It has a SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY – it must cater for the whole population including all races, ethnic groups, cultural groups, income groups and people of a different physical or mental make-up such as vegetarians.
The smallest of interest groups cannot be accommodated. If I and my neighbours on our street decide to form a special interest group with the purpose of having Soya products banned from all food products, the legislative process will not be able to accommodate us.

* Food legislation is DYNAMIC - It must keep with the momentous advances in technology. As an example, the invention of plastic packaging necessitated an adaption in food legislation. Similarly new additives and foodstuffs such as Kiwi fruit demand consideration in legislation.

The changing society on its own with moving emphasis from good eating to healthy living must also be reflected in legislation. Finally, it has been said that the law must always be enforcable. New elements in food, advances in technology and science and sucessful loophole seekers necessitate the adaption of the law.
4. Evaluation of existing legislation according to the above factors

Let us now briefly measure existing legislation against the foregoing:

* PURPOSE: our food legislation has an identifiable purpose, being to protect the consumer and ensure that the consumer is not misled.

* SOURCES: we make use of all three sources mentioned above. Our common law dictates the composition or content of a variety of products, e.g. 'lewer in netvet': the legislature has not designed or devised the recipe for 'lewer in netvet'.

However, should a butcher sell this traditional dish without the ingredients that have through the years and through tradition become a part and parcel of it, the consumer would have a legitimate complaint against the butcher. Yet, we all know that 'lewer in netvet' is not a dish of which the ingredients are prescribed by regulation.

* CASE LAW has also had its influence. I am not quoting a specific example but suffice it to say that had non-meat protein in the form of soya been continued to be treated as an "illegal" ingredient, higher courts than the magistrate's court would have had to dismiss charges brought forward as a result hereof.

* SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: here we have a problem. Our legislation does not seem to cater for all
groups. I have not found the same protection for the consumers of German sausages, Kosher, Halaal foods or vegetarians as I have found for the eaters of boerewors. Furthermore, it does not seem to make any provision for the requirements of the lower income groups or illiterates. Other sections of the community may be mentioned in a similar way.

* DYNAMIC: No. The present process of revising the regulations proves that the existing regulations do not make provision for a host of new products, additives or tendencies. There is also a problem with the existing legislation being enforcable. I have been led to believe, by my more knowledgable food science colleagues that the basic histological test to establish meat content is not as successful as it should be, since the introduction of non-meat proteins.

4.2 A CLOSER LOOK

Let us take a closer at the legislation in the specific context of non-meat protein - this is the most contentious basic ingredient of meat products. Other ingredients such as milk have, through the years, been more closely defined and agreed upon.

* The existing legislation does not make any reference to non-meat protein. There is therefore a vacuum in the legislation which leads to uncertainty. Non-meat protein is not prohibited, nor is it controlled.

* It is interesting to note that Cockram* mentions that an administrative authority cannot exercise its discretion if it binds itself in advance by a fixed rule. In a Transvaal Supreme Court case quoted by Cockram*, the court observed that "a person who has a statutory duty to exercise
his discretion in matters affecting the interests of others, may use as a guide, principles of policy which assist him in attaining uniformity where uniformity is desirable .... he must not fetter his discretion with inflexible, preconceived ideas"*

* As has already been set out, there is a problem with the enforcability of this specific section of our legislation.

* Another problem is that our present legislation has not kept up to date. Non-meat protein has been used extensively for some 20 years, yet legislation has not been adapted to make provision for this.

* Technology has caused the necessity to adapt our regulations to make provision for new additives and the use of known ingredients in new applications. A good example hereof is the use of soya flour in baking.

We all know that the mass production of food products necessitates the use of ingredients that are not in the traditional recipes for reasons of a longer shelf life or the handling of the product in the production process. This is a de facto situation of which the legislature should take cognisance.

5 WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE INDUSTRY IN THE LEGISLATIVE PROCESS?

5.1 Food legislation is a highly technical field, and today firstly the domain of food scientists (I assume that that is the reason why nobody can understand or agree with it - it is an exact science!)

5.2 I would submit that we should, as an industry, prepare ourselves
with a basic knowledge of the process and purpose of the legislation when we sit down as food scientists to define and record the latest set of rules to live by.

5.3 We must not hesitate to use the skill available by other experts, specifically lawyers, when making law.

5.4 Don't forget that we must be honest and responsible for our own eventual benefit - we must make sure it is socially justifiable and enforceable.

5.5 If armed with the knowledge, the social conscience and expertise of the subject matter, I cannot see how the industry can be ignored by an objective legislature.

6. A SHOT IN THE DARK

When taking a general view of the requirements of our legislation and giving special consideration to the wide spectrum it must cover in the society, I would venture the following possible solution:

6.1 A set of general standards prescribing health, nutrition and hygiene applicable to all food (or meat) products to assure the consumer that he can safely eat any food product which he can legally buy.

6.2 Thereafter provide specific rules of composition applicable to products which make extraordinary claims such as boerewors, salami, vegetarian dishes, Halal and others. These are traditional or special products requiring special treatment. They are also directed at a specific target group in the society. These can and should be enumerated and defined.
7. **THE KISS PRINCIPLE**

Make it easy on ourselves, the authorities and the consumer: Do not over-regulate. Keep the regulations concise and provide for the alternatives by labelling.

Let the consumer decide at the point of purchase according to the price and the label what he wishes to consume.

I believe that life could be easier for us all and all else who may be concerned if we can work together on things that effect us together.

I thank you for your time and attention.

CORRIE NEL.
21 05 86.

*All references to Administrative Law, G M Cockram, Jutas 1976.*
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*****
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*****
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Mr S J J van Rensburg ....................KOM NIE
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Mr F R Tomlinson .........................KOM
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MEAT BOARD
P O Box 210
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0127
Mr Gerard Braak
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*****

NOVO INDUSTRIES
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SANDTON
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Mr J van Aswegen .........................KOM NIE
Mr Rodney ? ...............................KOM

*****
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P O Box 211
PRETORIA
0001
Tel. (012) 325-5000
Mr Coen Verhoop (x235) ..................KOM
Mr L H W Verhoef (x310) ..................KOM

*****

PORT NATAL MEATS (PTY) LTD
P O Box 321
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4000
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*****
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GERMISTON
1400
(011) 827-4305
Mr Mark Story

*****
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P O Box 45
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TEL. (021) 51-7371
Mr R van Eyssen

*****
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2017
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*****
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*****
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*****
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*****
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- Home Economics:
  Prof Levina (H L J) van Vuren ....... KOM NIE/POS
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UNIVERSITY OF NATAL
Dept. of Animal Science
P O Box 375
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King George V Ave
DURBAN
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UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA
PRETORIA
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  Prof E Boshoff .................. KOM NIE
  Mev M E Prinsloo ................ KOM NIE/POS
  Mrs Patricia Schoeman .......... KOM - nie eet?
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MICROBIOLOGY & PLANT PATHOLOGY: (012) 420-3261:
  Prof W H Holzapfel .............. KOM NIE
  Mrs Francien S Botha ........... KOM
  Mr Pieter Gouws ................. KOM
  Mr P L van Twisk ............... KOM
  Mr A Kamp ....................... KOM
  Mr A J Chelini .................. KOM
ANIMAL SCIENCE: (420-3271)
Dr Norman H Casey ............................................KOM
Mr H R Breukink (student)(42-1865) .....................KOM
Mr Willems Breedt (student) ................................KOM
Mnr Wayne du Toit (student) ..............................KOM
Mnr Christo du Plessis (student) .........................KOM

FOOD SCIENCE:
Prof S H Lombard (tel. 420-3210) ....KOM NIE
Mrs I H Toussaint .............................................KOM
Mej J Fourie, snr. student .................................KOM

CEREAL SCIENCE:
Prof A E J McGill ...........................................KOM
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DEPT. POPULATION HEALTH? (Volksgezondheid)
Faculty of Veterinary Science
Dept. of Veterinary Public Health
Universiteit van Pretoria
Privaatsak X04
ONDERSTEEPORTE
0110
(012) 55-4101 x315
Prof L W van den Heever .................................KOM, SLEGS VM - NIE
Prof C M Veary ..............................................KOM GEDURENDE ETE
Prof T Naudé (Dept. Pharmacology & Toxicology)

*****

UNIVERSITY OF POTCHEFSTROOM
POTCHEFSTROOM
2520
HOME ECONOMICS: (01481) 27511 x4591
Prof Rina (H M) de Beer ...............................KOM
Mev E H Lourens ..........................................KOM
Mev M J C Bosman ........................................KOM MOONTLIK

*****

UNIVERSITY OF STELLENBOSCH
STELLENBOSCH
7600

- Animal Science - Prof W A Vosloo
- Food Science, Prof G van Noort .................KOM

*****

VITAL (Vleissentraal)
(SUPREME - distribution office)
P O Box 1140
VANDERBYLPARK
1900
(016) 311-540
VITAL MEAT PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 2402
VANDERBYLPARK
(016) 330-121 OR 330-157
Mrs G Roets, QC

VEGETARIAN SERVICES
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Privatsak X138
PRETORIA
0001
Tel. 283425
Dr J P Coetzee
Dr S G H Meyer
Dr T van der Venter

VEGETARIAN SERVICES
District Director: Meat Hygiene, Witwatersrand
Private Bag X17
JOHANNESBURG
2000
(011) 838-5603
Dr J Huyser

VLEISSENTRAAL - SPEKENHAM
Posbus 121
BELLVILLE
7530
Mr F Mellet

VLEISSENTRAAL
P O Box 980
PRETORIA
0001
Mr J A Steynberg

VROUWE FEDERASIE
Posbus 40526
ARCADIA
0007
Mev van Kaster
Tel. 325 3920

WHEAT BOARD (Mev Louise van Eck, Huishoudekind)
Hamilton Street
ARCADIA
Tel. 28-3731
Mr Philip Randall (ex UK, M-student = Sausages)

****
The General Manager
Packaging Systems Division
W R GRACE AFRICA (PTY) LTD
P O Box 2256
KEMPTON PARK 1620
MR BRICE RIELLY

*****

WOOLWORTHS (PTY) LTD
P O Box 680
CAPE TOWN
8000
Mr David Juter, CT Manager ..................KOM NIE
Mr Lochner Eksteen - Delicatessen meat products & fresh sausages ......KOM NIE
Mr Jon Herbert - ............................KOM NIE
TELEX: 526914 SA OR 527694 (+Copy of telex to Mr Eksteen)
Tel. (021) 457-707 better than
(021) 45-8411 (both = new bldg.)
(021) 234-200

WOOLWORTHS
Church Street
PRETORIA
Mev Marianna Fincham ..........................KOM VM
Skakelbeampte: (012) 216-541

*****

PRESS REPORTERS FROM:

FARMER'S WEEKLY
P O Box 444
PRETORIA
0001

*****

FOOD INDUSTRIES OF S A
P O Box 8308
JOHANNESBURG
2000
(011) 789-2144
Miss Diane Wykerd .........................KOM

*****

FOOD INDUSTRIES OF S A
P O Box 80
CAPE TOWN
8000
Mr PADDY ATTWELL ..........................KOM

*****

FOOD REVIEW
P O Box 2735
JOHANNESBURG
2000
(011) 835-2221
Mrs Gill Laubser = Cape Town
Mrs Sharon Stein .........................KOM
Director - Dr J H Hofmeyr ..................... KOM
Deputy Director - Dr P Lombard ............... KOM NIE

Dairy Science - Dr Oosthuizen
  - Dr H Lück ......................... KOM (12/5)
  - Dr Johan du Toit
  - Mr T E H Downes (x312) ............ KOM
  - Mr Gerhard Venter (x307) ........... KOM
  - Mr Vikus van der Merwe
  - Mr Chris Pelster

Poultry Science - Dr Jan Erasmus
  - Dr Joubert ......................... KOM
  - Mr J J Gregorowski ................. KOM NM, NA ETE

Nutrition
  - Dr Ernie Kemm
  - Dr F Siebrits ..................... KOM NIE/POS

Genetics
  - Dr C Z Roux
  - Dr E Meyer ....................... KOM NIE - POS

Chairman, Protein Advisory Committee - Dr Cloete

Tegniese Adviseur vir die Registrateur van Veeboere
  - Mnr J P Campher ................. KOM NIE

Livestock Improvement Schemes:
  Mr Henderson, Pigs & Small Animals
  Mr D J Bosman, Beef Cattle
  Mr L F B Laubser, Dairy Cattle

Meat Science and Animal Physiology:
  DR R T NAUDÉ ........................ KOM
  MRS ELLENOR ROSSOUW ................ KOM
  MR GERHARD NORTJÉ .................... KOM
  Mnr Fanie Botha ...................... KOM
  Mnr Jan Venter ...................... KOM
  Mev Linda Nel ........................ KOM
  Mev Karin Badenhorst ............... KOM
  Mev Erika Jordaan ................. KOM
  Mej Erna Goedhart ................. KOM

MISS ORTRUD STEINHAGEN & STAFF (HISTOLOGY)
  Miss Ortrud Steinhagen ............ KOM (nie ete)
MR PAUL HEINZE & STAFF
MR GERRIT BRUWER & STAFF
  Mnr Gerrit Bruwer (x362/361) ....... KOM NM (+ete)
  Mnr Theo Pietersen (x362/361) .... KOM NM (+ete)
MR JOHAN DE BRUYN & STAFF (MEAT PRODUCTION)
  Mnr J F de Bruyn (x366) ........... KOM
  Mev Anita Cloete (x350) .......... KOM
DR BERYL ZONDAGH & STAFF (MEAT QUALITY)
  Dr Beryl Zondagh (x386) ......... KOM
  Mr Wlodek Sawczuk (x363) ........ KOM
  Mrs Ina van Heerden (x389) ....... KOM
MR J GREYLING & STAFF (REPRODUKSIE-FISIOLOGIE)
  Miss José Burgman (x336) ......... KOM
MR HANS VAN ZYL & STAFF (LAKTASIE-FISIOLOGIE)

Liaison Section - Mr Z B Jansen & Mrs Verna Walker (x145)

****
REFERENCES:

COLLEAGUES
INDUSTRY
MEAT SYMPOSIUM LIST, JUNE 1984
MEAT PACKERS' ASSOCIATION
SPEAKERS THEMSELVES